1 These four letters are found in their original Latin with English translation in Daniel Kinney, ed., In Defense of Humanism, The Compete Works of St. Thomas More, Volume 15 (New Haven and London, 1986) . Quotations from More's letter to Dorp are from this edition and are indicated by page number in the body of my text, as are quotations from Daniel Kinney's commentary. In the printed text of the letter, Latin is on the verso, English on the facing recto.
During the autumn of 1514, Dorp -whom Erasmus had known as a young student at Lily College in Louvain -wrote an open letter to Erasmus attacking The Praise of Folly as well as the bilingual edition of the New Testament, Novum Instrumentum, on which Erasmus was working (Allen 304).2 Erasmus did not see the letter until May or June of 1515. He was traveling from London to Basel, precisely to bring the manuscripts of his edition of St. Jerome and his Novum Instrumentum to Johann Froben for publication, and in so doing he crossed the Low Countries. From Antwerp he wrote a quickly composed answer to Dorp, promising a more careful response at the end of his voyage (Allen 337). Without waiting for Erasmus's second letter, however, Dorp -three days before receiving his doctorate in theology -sent him another, dated August 27, 1515, which denounced certain aspects of the New Learning, including its predilection for polished writing (Allen 347).
In the meantime Thomas More had been designated by Henry VIII as a participant in negotiations between England and the Low Countries regarding a commercial agreement known as the Malus Intercursus. He arrived in Bruges on May 17, 1515, and was thus there when Erasmus passed through in June; the two friends discussed their latest reading. More seemed not to have known of Dorp's letter previously. (During lulls in the diplomatic negotiations, More had begun to write the work first called Nusquama and eventually known as Utopia.) It was not until October 21 that More finished his answer to Dorp, sensing perhaps that Erasmus -occupied with the important texts he was bringing to Frobenhad no real desire to polish his original response to Dorp. The Dorp file, then, consists of two letters to Erasmus from the Louvain theologian (Allen 304 and 347), a provisional answer from Erasmus (Allen 337), and Thomas More's letter to Dorp (CW15, 1-127), the last much longer than the other three put together. Instead of writing a second response to Dorp, Erasmus completed the first and elaborated on it. Thierry Martens, the Louvain printer who produced the first edition of Utopia in December 1516, printed Erasmus's revision with the Commentary on Psalm 1, Beatus Vir. The manuscript copy which More used to compose his letter to Dorp
